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LanceGaming64Nov 26, 2016AdonioAlxhuertaNo 19, 2015 LaineyfantasyJan 17, 2014awww awesome that the movie is one of my favorites SummerShe-WolfOct 1, 2015I really missed the movie as well as one of DreamWorks' best! (Although I could do without the new TV show... I find that uncannon). You're an art
style, and the job is... Is.. really amazing, wonderful, and just darn-out cool! Fave!thank you so much, i loved this movie! (I was not aware of the fact that there was a TV show O.O.) i. . I can't even get all those nice words you've written, I so flattered * blush * I can't believe that someone will find my art as awesome as
you do, it just makes me feel all kinds of joy thank you so much Yay here go ======D ===wha-? How? Wow, this is such a pleasant surprise for you to say that. I can't even begin to express how flattered I am and the overwhelming joy that makes me feel with just this one comment, really thank you very much. I believe
you made my day ~!lol I'm so proudlook, even B.O.B is X3haha ... thanks again, such kind words. Now it's time to talk about monsters vs. aliens released in 2009.Spoilers Begin HereIn Modesto, California, a woman named Susan Murphy (Reese Witherspoon) was excited about her marriage to weatherman Derek Dietl
(Paul Rudd). On her wedding day, Derek met with her before the ceremony. Susan was excited about her wedding and honeymoon in Paris. However, the meeting before the ceremony brought her hopes down. Derek told Susan they're not honeymooning in Paris anymore, but in Fresno, California. The reason for the
honeymoon change was to boost his career. Susan expressed her happiness about Derek's promotion, but secretly, she was upset about the honeymoon change. Derek went back to church, but Susan stayed in the gazebo for a while longer. That's when a meteor came down and hit her. Surprisingly, Susan survived
and was about to get married. At the ceremony, Derek removed Susan's veil. After this traditional action, he said it was glamorous. That, however, was not a compliment. It was literally glamorous. Then it started to grow. She grew up so much, the church couldn't do it to her. As she got older, her hair lost color. Then the
U.S. government showed up and tranquilized it. She was brought to a top secret maximum security prison specifically for monsters. He met with four other monsters. One was a giant insect known as Insectosaurus. Another was a part fish-part monkey creature known as the Missing Link (Will Arnet). Another was a /
cockroach scientist named Dr. Cockroach, PhD (Hugh Laurie). The last monster was a brainless blue spot called Benzoate Ostylezene Bicarbinate or B.O.B. (Seth Rogen). Also in prison was the head of the facility General Warren R. Monger (Keiffer Sutherland). Monger informed Susan that the government decided that
the public should be kept separate from the monsters, and She'll have to spend the rest of her life on the premises. Not only that, the government officially changed Susan's name to Ginormica. Susan now had to spend her life in solitude, loneliness and as the property of the United States government. Not long after
Ginormica was imprisoned, a huge alien spacecraft was heading for Earth. The spacecraft was piloted by an alien warlord named Galaxar (Rain Wilson). Gallaxhar was looking for a powerful substance known as quantonium, and found that a meteorite containing large amounts of it landed on Earth. Galaxhar wanted it.
He sent a probe to Earth. This did not go unnoticed by the people of Earth. The President of the United States (Stephen Colbert) tried to make peace with foreigners ... It didn't go well. The president had a meeting with his cabinet about what to do about the alien threat. Conventional weapons had no effect on
investigations and peaceful negotiations were impossible. That's when General Monger arrived. He proposed another option, and the president had no choice but to approve. This option... Was to use the monsters. The monsters were excited to finally let it out, none more so than Ginormica, who spent the last month at
the facility trying to find a way to get back to her normal size. The monsters arrived in San Francisco to find that the city had been evacuated. They even found the research, which took a particular interest in Ginormica. The probe chased Ginormica, eventually driving to the Golden Gate Bridge. This causes the lives of
many citizens to be put at risk. Ginormica couldn't let innocent people die, so she resisted the investigation. With the help of B.O.B, Link, Dr. Cockroach and Insectosaurus, Ginormica managed to destroy the catheter. As a thank you, the government gave Ginormica permission to return to Modesto to visit her family. Her
parents were thrilled to be reunited with their daughter, but they felt uncomfortable around the other monsters. To make matters worse, the parents set up a party, but Ginormica didn't want to go without Derek, leaving her family with unwanted monsters. Ginormica managed to get Derek ready to make things right.
Unfortunately, this meeting confirmed something he never realized before it mutated. Derek Dietle... It was completely. He never wanted to be in someone else's shadow, especially his wife's. She called off the wedding, leaving Ginormica heartbroken. After the breakup, Ginormica sat at a gas station, where she met the
other four monsters. They knew how he felt. Whatever happened, normal people will never love monsters. Ginormica He had an awareness. Becoming a monster and meeting her new friends was the best thing that ever happened to her. She swore to her friends that she's proud to be a giant... That's when he was
kidnapped by an alien spaceship. Insect Insect to save her, but a giant laser shot Insectosaurus, seemingly killing him. On the spaceship, Ginormika met with Galaxhar. Gallaxhar revealed to Ginormica that the reason for her size was because she was full of quantonium. Ginormica went after Gallaxhar and almost took
him. However, Gallaxhar led her to the extraction chamber, taking her quantonium and returning it back to its original size. Galaxhar revealed the rest of his plan. After his planet was destroyed (because of him), he had to re-inhabit a new planet with clones of himself. His plan was to use his clones to invade Earth. Using
the kuvetonium, Galaxhar created countless clones, and told one of them to bring Ginormica to the incinerator. As the clone brought Jinromitsa to be executed, three figures appeared in front of them. It was Linc, dr.B. They killed the clone and worked to stop the invasion. It's been decided that they'll go to the main power
core and blow up the ship. Dr. Cockroach managed to break the code in the self-destruct mechanism... playing DDR. The ship was ready for self-destruction. The doors were closing, trapping everyone inside. Only Ginormica managed to get out. While the other three insisted that Ginormica continue and return to her life,
she refused to let her friends die. He went to the bridge, where he was now face-to-face with Gallaxhar, who was trying to evacuate. Ginormica found the spoon ball on top of her, so he shot her and sent her the spoon. She was once again gigantic, and she used her size to save her friends. When they made it to the exit,
everything seemed lost. No one seemed to be there to save them... until monger flew up with Insectosaurus, not dead, but has become a butterfly. Friends flew to safety, and the spaceship was destroyed. When the monsters managed to return safely, they were greeted by Ginormica's family, friends and many other
people. They praised the monsters that saved the planet. Even Derek arrived... only to interview her to boost his career. Not only did Ginormica reject Derek, but she completely humiliated him. Ginormica and her friends didn't have much time to celebrate, had to fly down find a new monster... a giant snail known as
Escorgantua. Where was Escorgantua slowly making his way to? The only place Ginormica always wanted to go... Paris.Spoilers End HereHow does this movie hold up? It was a descent. It wasn't a timeless masterpiece, nor was it completely a mess. Just average. Some of the pop culture references, like the DDR
game, were disturbing, but this movie had a heart. I liked Susan Murphy... or Ginormica. We felt sorry for her when her life was stolen, and we also saw her grow and learn that her change was godly. She was eventually able to do things she would never have done if she kept up with her simple life. Before the mutation,
mutation, I would never tell Derek, who changed his honeymoon from Paris to Fresno. Now, he'd have the confidence to do it. That said, before her mutation... How did it take her so long to realize Derek was a jerk? His true character could be seen miles away. Not much could be said about the other four monsters. They
were there for her when they needed her, and everyone wanted to be accepted. This was particularly true of Link. Link was constantly showing off to the girls, only to be rejected. Dr. Cockroach was a mad scientist inside and inside, but he always cared about his friends. B.O.B, while not having a brain, clearly had a
heart. I can't say much about the Insectosaurus, it was just an animal. Galaxhar was... Okay, thug. He was a clear threat, and he gets points for the personal destruction of his planet. However, it is played mostly as a joke and not so much as a threat. I know the movie is a comedy children's movie, but come on, this
movie could use a more threatening villain. Also, despite the movie called Monsters vs. Aliens, while we got the plural monsters, we only have one alien... It's just been cloned. We're talking about deception. The animation is ok, but I have a theme. Monsters and many of the women look fine, but men... Many of them
look like they have squished faces. It looks very creepy. As humans, they should of course be more disabled than monsters, but men look scarier than monsters. Although there is one positive thing I can say about men... Stephen Colbert as president was a perfect casting job. Anyway, this movie got decent reviews and
no major award nominations. This film made money, drawing $381.5 million from a budget of $175 million. She didn't do enough to give birth to a sequel, but she did enough to spawn two TV offers and a Nickelodeon series. All and all, you can afford to watch this movie, just don't expect anything special. These are
words I can't say about the next movie, the next movie I'll be talking about is a masterpiece and can easily be confused about a Disney movie. Come with me next time when we learn how to train your Dragon. Dragon.
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